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They are many ways on how to make our community a better place for bicyclists.
Having a bicyclists safe environment can be very helpful to prevent any sort of
accidents that may happen. This can be done by adding more sgins to keep drivers
aware and imply rules for drivers. Another tactic can be used is that we should demand
cyclists to wear bright couloured clothing and also wearing helmets which will be more
discussed in my essay.

When sharing the roads with bicyclists sometimes its a too hard to see or recongnize
from a far distance. For the safety of our bikers it best for them to wear brightly coloured
clothing especially when riding at night. This makes it easier for drivers to recongize
them from a far distance and can take the necessary precautions that need to be taken
when sharing the road with bicyclists. Also bikers should wear helmets to give them
extra protection they need incase they do meet into a collison. Its better to be safe now
than regret later. Moreover, when biking wear brightly coloured clothing and helmets.

While, another tactic that could be use are having signs to indicate when drivers will
be coming across bikers or a biking lane. Having signs to warn drivers from a distance
can make them more aware that they with be sharing the road with bikers for their
safety. If those signs are disobey , the law should implement a fine for disaboying those
signs.

In conclusion, we can make the road a much safer place for both drivers and
bicyclists while using these tactics and just using safety precautions on the road. Be
aware of your surroundings and bikers.


